I thought that it was in bad taste to choose appreciation to the Index for its coverage of the Iraq war. In my previous letters I had supported the American campaign in Iraq. In my opinion, giving my students to think it is OK to protest the war in front of our troops.

Jaci Devine
Sports Staff Reporter

I would just like to express my appreciation to the Index for its coverage of the Iraq war. I have been following the war closely and I am glad that the Index has been covering it accurately and fairly.

Heather Collier
Copy Editor

I support my president by supporting the American campaign in Iraq. I believe that it is the right thing to do and I am proud to be a part of an administration that is working hard to protect our nation.

Jen Galle
Copy Editor

I have a tremendous amount of respect for our troops. I work every day to maintain our troops' morale, and I will continue to support them as part of a strategy to keep our country safe.

Matt Schlecht
Professor of Journalism

Protesting war is unproductive, but I do want to point out a few things. One, the United States has not been involved in a war that has cost so many lives and has not achieved any significant results.

Jen Galle
Copy Editor

I have no problem with people protesting the war in front of our troops. I believe that it is important to have a voice and to make our opinions known.

Dave Korkoian
Letters to the Editor
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